
Chapter 1ON TWO CLASSES OF FEATURE PATHSIN LARGE-SCALE UNIFICATION GRAMMARSLiviu Ciortuz�Computer Siene DepartmentUniversity of York, UKiortuz�s.york.a.ukAbstrat We investigate two related tehniques, Quik Chek and GeneralisedRedution, that ontribute signi�antly to speeding up parsing withlarge-sale typed-uni�ation grammars. These tehniques exploit theproperties of two partiular lasses of feature paths, whih are obtainedempirially by parsing a training orpus. Quik hek is onerned withpaths that most often lead to uni�ation failure. Generalised redutionidenti�es a larger lass, made of paths whih ontribute to (rule seletionthrough) uni�ation failure, and let us take advantage of those whih donot (or seldom) do it. We experiment with the two tehniques, using aompilation-based parsing system on a large-sale grammar of English.The ombined improvement in parsing speed we obtained is 56%.1. IntrodutionInterest in uni�ation grammars in Natural Language Proessing anbe traed bak to the seminal work on the PATR-II system (Shieberet al., 1983). Sine then, di�erent types of uni�ation-based grammarformalisms have been developed by the Computational Linguistis om-munity: Lexial Funtional Grammars (LFG) (Kaplan and Bresnan,1983), Head-driven Phrase Struture Grammars (HPSG) (Pollard andSag, 1994), and Categorial Uni�ation Grammars (Uszkoreit, 1986). In�This paper was published in the volume \New Developments in Parsing Tehnologies", HurryBunt, Giorgio Satta, John Carroll (eds.), Kluwer Aademi Publishers, 2004.1



2the past few years, a number of wide-overage uni�ation grammars havebeen implemented: the HPSG for English developed at Stanford alledLinGO (Flikinger et al., 2000), two HPSGs for Japanese developed atTokyo University (Mitsuishi et al., 1998), and at DFKI{Saarbr�uken,Germany (Siegel, 2000), and an HPSG for German, developed also atDFKI (M�uller, 1999). Large-sale LFG grammars have been developedby Xerox Corporation, but they are not publily available.Feature struture (FS) uni�ation is by far the most time-onsumingtask during parsing with large-sale typed-uni�ation grammars. There-fore making it more eÆient is of great interest. Several solutions forspeeding-up FS uni�ation have been proposed until now: FS shar-ing (Pereira, 1985), (Tomabehi, 1992), FS un�lling (Gerdemann, 1995),FS restrition (Kiefer et al., 1999) and the quik hek pre-uni�ation�lter (Malouf et al., 2000). Compilation is another approah to speed upFS uni�ation (A��t-Kai and Di Cosmo, 1993), (Wintner and Franez,1999), (Ciortuz, 2001a).The quik hek (QC) pre-uni�ation �lter, one of the most e�etivespeed-up tehniques for FS uni�ation, is very simple in itself. It onsid-ers the set of feature paths most probably leading to uni�ation failure,and then ompares the orresponding values of these paths inside twoFSs to be uni�ed. If suh a pair of values is | eventually if their rootsorts are | inompatible, then it must be the ase that the two FSs donot unify. The quik hek �lter redues impressively the FS uni�ationtime on all large-sale grammars on whih it has been tested (Callmeier,2000), (Oepen and Callmeier, 2000). On the LinGO grammar, the wide-overage HPSG for English, the QC �lter speeds up parsing by around63% for the PET system (Callmeier, 2000), and 42% for the LIGHTompiler (Ciortuz, 2002b).1The e�etiveness of the QC pre-uni�ation tehnique resides in thefat that the proportion of failure paths inside rule FSs is relativelysmall. Using the LIGHT system, we identi�ed 148 failure paths on theCSLI test-suite (Oepen and Carroll, 2000), out of the total of 494 pathsinside rule FSs for LinGO. Among these paths, only a small number isresponsible for most of the uni�ation failures: for the LinGO grammar,in the LIGHT system, we used maximum 43 QC-paths. The ompila-tion of quik hek is not only reommended but also ompulsory in asetup where the rule argument FS reation is avoided through a Spe-ialised Rule Compilation sheme like the one developed in the LIGHTsystem (Ciortuz, 2001a). Reently, a version of quik hek on dynami-ally determined QC-paths was proposed in (Ninomyia et al., 2002), tobe used in the area of information retrieval and database query answer-ing.



On two lasses of feature paths in large-sale uni�ation grammars 3In ontrast to the quik hek, the generalised redution (GR) teh-nique works on paths inside rule FSs, eliminating those that that do notontribute (or only seldom ontribute) to uni�ation failure. We refer tothe set of paths retained by the GR tehnique as GR-paths. We presentan eÆient algorithm for generalised redution of rule FSs in large-saletyped-uni�ation grammars. Measurements done on the LinGO gram-mar revealed that almost 60% of the feature onstraints in the expandedrule FSs an be eliminated without a�eting the parsing result on theCSLI test-suite. As a onsequene, the LIGHT system registered a re-dution of the uni�ation time that sped parsing up to 22%. It turnsout that most QC-paths are also GR-paths | the few exeptions areextensions of maximal GR-paths | so the quik hek and the gener-alised redution tehniques are orthogonal: they an be applied at thesame time leading to signi�ant improvements in parsing speed.The fat that | despite their delarative/logi un-di�erentiated sta-tus | feature onstraints inside rule FSs an be preferentially treatedin order to speed-up parsing, was the subjet of some early work onuni�ation-based grammars. In (Shieber, 1985) ertain features wereseleted for enabling top-down (preditive) operations, in the ontext ofbottom-up parsing. (Nagata, 1992) studied empirially the e�et of in-terleaving parsing with two versions of FS uni�ation: early uni�ationand late uni�ation. (Maxwell and Kaplan, 1993) reports experimentsin whih a small Lexial Funtional Grammar was tuned by hangingthe status of ertain onstraints (from \funtional" into \phrasal") andompared the e�et these hanges had on parsing performane.Generalised redution performs feature onstraint seletion in an au-tomati way, based on a learning proedure using as parameter the pars-ing result. Unlike (Nagata, 1992) and (Maxwell and Kaplan, 1993), ourstrategy for feature onstraint seletion does not propose new rules. Itsimply proposes for eah rule a new FS version to be used in early uni-�ation. The ative bottom-up hart-based parsing strategy in LIGHT,when using (early uni�ation on) the GR-restrited form of rules, isextended with a onsisteny-hek phase, whih is performed by eithertype-heking or late uni�ation. In this way, a parsing algorithm whih,using early uni�ation, may slightly over-generate, may in the end per-form better than one whih does not di�erentiate between lasses offeature onstraints/paths. This fat, whih is true for LinGO, is similarto the e�et noted by (Maxwell and Kaplan, 1993) following experimentswith a small LFG grammar: with that grammar, a parser whih doesnot prune may behave better than one that prunes.Although the quik hek and generalised redution were developedindependently, they omplement eah other in the sense that both are



4onerned with lasses of feature paths that warrant speialised pro-essing in large-sale typed-uni�ation grammars. We �rst onentrateon the two tehniques separately: Setion 2 desribes researh into theompilation of the quik hek, and Setion 3 generalised redution ofrule feature strutures. We use as our experimental setup the LIGHTompiler and the LinGO grammar. We bring the two strands of worktogether at the end of Setion 3 and in the Conlusions.2. Compiling the Quik Chek Pre-uni�ationFilterThis setion desribes how to obtain a ompiled form of the QC �lter,suh that it an be elegantly and eÆiently ombined with ompilers foruni�ation-based grammars. In Setion 2.1 we outline the problems weenountered when trying to aommodate the simple (interpreted-like)QC �lter into the LIGHT ompiler setup, in partiular its o-existenewith the other main optimisation tehnique we proposed | the spe-ialised ompiled form of rules (Ciortuz, 2001a). Setion 2.2 desribesthe ompiled (\pre-omputed") form of the QC-vetors, while Setion 2.3details the omputation of their run-time, ompleted form. Setion 2.4reports measurements for running the LIGHT system with the LinGOgrammar on the CSLI test-suite, both with and without QC �ltering,and makes suggestions for further improvements.Making it simple, the main idea behind the pre-uni�ation QC test isthe following: Having got the knowledge about the most probable failurepaths �1; �2; :::; �n in the appliation of parsing rules, before doing theuni�ation of a ertain feature struture  1 (representing a phrase) withanother feature struture  2 (representing a syntati rule argument),one an hek whether for every path �i, its values in  1 and respetively 2 are ompatible, i.e., root( 1:�i) ^ root( 2:�i) 6= ?. (The funtionroot designates the root sort of its argument FS,  :� is the usual nota-tion for the sub-struture identi�ed inside  by the feature path �, and? is the bottom/inonsistent sort in the grammar's sort hierarhy.) Thesort hierarhy is assumed an inferior semi-lattie, with s^ t designatingthe unique greatest lower bound (glb) of the sorts s and t. If the sortompatibility test is not passed for a path �, then it follows immedi-ately that the feature strutures  1 and  2 do not unify. This simpletehnique eliminates muh of the atually unneessary work performedduring uni�ation in ase of failure.Now, surprisingly enough, the introdution of the QC tehnique inthe ompilation approah for the HPSG-like type uni�ation grammarsas tried out for the LIGHT system was not immediately e�etive. Even



On two lasses of feature paths in large-sale uni�ation grammars 5at the �rst sight, one an see that the QC �lter might not be so muhe�etive in the ompilation approah, sine ompiled uni�ation is signif-iantly faster than interpreted uni�ation. Of ourse, performing the QChas a ost. Measurements made on the LKB, TDL (Krieger and Sh�afer,1994), and PET systems revealed that in ase of interpreted-like parsingwith LinGO-like grammar, it is worthwhile to pay for the QC test, sinemost/many uni�ations fail even after the rules' ombinatorial �lter wasapplied. But in the ase of ompiled parsing, the trade-o� to be madebetween the time required by the QC test (expressed as a funtion ofthe number of failure paths to be heked) on one hand, and the speedof the uni�ation proedure on the other hand is dramatially narrowed.A ompiled form of the QC �lter as will be presented here is proven ableto \enlarge" again this trade-o� area to speed up parsing.Basially, we will show how QC-vetors froot( :�1), root( :�2), ...,root( :�n)g an be omputed in two stages. The �rst one is done onefor all at ompilation time | we all it QC pre-omputation |, andit is ompleted at run-time by the seond-stage omputation, aordingto spei� irumstanes. The basis for this \two-stage" omputation ofQC-vetors resides in the fats that i . the order in whih one rule's argu-ments will be proessed is known at grammar preproessing/ompilationtime, and ii . for any (in general not known in advane) feature stru-ture  whih will be involved in the QC test, we know that  will bean instane of (i.e., subsumed by) a ertain feature struture 	 fullyknown at ompilation time ( v 	). Formally, for any QC feature-path�, the QC�( ) = root( :�) value will be omputed by applying at run-time a funtion � to a ertain argument preComp(	; �), omputed atompilation time: QC�( ) = �(preComp(	; �)).2.1 Can the (interpreted) QC test beaommodated into (ompiled) parsing inLIGHT?Let us �rst analyse the way the QC was oneived in the interpretingsetup of the LKB and TDL/PAGE systems for parsing with HPSG-likegrammars:� as soon as a phrase is parsed, a `passive' QC-vetor is omputedfor its assoiated feature struture  . This QC-vetor is de�ned asfroot( :�1), root( :�2), ..., root( :�n)g. If one of the paths �i isnot de�ned for  , then the i-th omponent in the omputed QC-vetor is taken by de�nition >, the top element in the grammar'ssort hierarhy;



6 � every m-ary rule is assoiated with m `ative' QC-vetors; in thease of a binary rule ', we have �rst a `key' QC-vetor froot('0:�1),root('0:�2), ..., root('0:�n)g, where '0 = '.key-arg, namely thesub-struture orresponding to the head/key argument in the FSrepresenting the rule;� before trying to apply the rule ' to a andidate key argument  ,i.e., before unifying  with '0, the QC pre-uni�ation test doesroot( :�i)^ root('0:�i) for i = 1; n, that means the onjuntionof the orresponding omponents of the two QC-vetors. If theonjuntion result is always onsistent (i.e., not ?), the systemuni�es  with '0, and if this uni�ation sueeds, then the systemprodues a new, `ative' QC-vetor, orresponding to the next ar-gument to be parsed. If the urrent rule is a binary one, this newative QC-vetor is what we all the `omplete' QC-vetor, orre-sponding to '00 = �.non-key-arg: froot('00:�1), root('00:�2), ...,root('00:�n)g, where � is what ' has beome after '0 = '.key-arghas been uni�ed with  .As already mentioned, the main problem that arose when we triedto integrate the QC pre-uni�ation test with the LIGHT ompiler wasits integration with the previously inluded main optimisation: the spe-ialised ompilation of rules. While the `key' QC-vetor '0 an be om-pletely omputed at grammar ompilation/loading time, omputing theQC-vetor for '00 = �.non-key-arg is not immediately possible sim-ply beause the �.non-key-arg struture does not e�etively exist onthe heap. This happens beause in the LIGHT system syntati rulesare represented as feature strutures, and their appliation is done ina bottom-up manner. In order to eliminate unneessary opying, whendealing with LinGO-like grammars (working with only binary and unaryrules), we have speialised eah rule's exeution into i: key/head-ornermode appliation, and ii: omplete mode appliation. This distintionbetween two di�erent modes for one (binary) rule appliation| togetherwith the FS environment-based sharing faility | allows for an inre-mental onstrution of the feature struture representing a phrase, insuh a way that, if ompletion is �nally not possible, then no spae (oth-erwise needed in an interpreter framework) for onstruting the FS or-responding to the rule's omplement/non-key argument is wasted. Thisstrategy of inremental parsing in LIGHT is simple and elegant, due theuse of open FSs as in the OSF onstraint theory (A��t-Kai and Podelski,1993), in ontrast with losed reords used in the appropriateness-basedapproah (Carpenter, 1992) underlying other LinGO-parsing systems.



On two lasses of feature paths in large-sale uni�ation grammars 7Table 1.1. The QC-vetors omputed for a rule ' in the ompilation approah.QC test `key' QC-vetor `omplete' QC-vetor `passive' QC-vetorompilation time: preComp('0) = preComp('00) preComp(')run time: = QC('0) QC(�) QC(�0)Speialised rule omputation provided LIGHT a fator of speeding up of2.75 on the CSLI test-suite.Note that even in the hyper-ative head-orner parsing approah pro-posed by (Oepen and Carroll, 2000), in whih an indexing shema isused to minimise the opying of possibly unneessary parts of a rule'sFS (notably the non-key argument and the LHS of the rule), one initialfull representation of the rule's FS must be onstruted before applyingthe rule in order to �ll its key-argument. In LIGHT a full FS repre-sentation of a rule is obtained only after the rule arguments have beensuessfully uni�ed with FSs already present on the heap.In order to solve the above problem | namely, that the omputationof the `omplete' QC-vetor is prevented by the missing representation ofthe non-key argument | we proposed �rstly a rather naive solution: werelaxed the QC-test for the omplete/non-key argument by heking theQC-vetor of the andidate argument � against the QC-vetor omputedfor '.non-key-arg. As this last QC-vetor is more general than the oneomputed for '00 | in the sense that if both ':non-key-arg:� and '00:�exist, then root(':non-key-arg:�) � root('00:�) in the sort hierarhy| we were entitled to use it for QC.2 However, using this method, thespeed up e�et of the QC test on parsing the CSLI test-suite with LIGHTwas not signi�ant.The method we atually adopted was to ompile (the omputationof) the QC-vetors. For instane, in the interpreted approah for a bi-nary rule one has to ompute three QC-vetors: one `key' QC-vetorat the loading/pre-proessing time, a `omplete', and �nally a `passive'one at the run-time. (These QC-vetors are shown on the bottom linein the somehow synopti table 1.1.) Instead, in the ompilation ap-proah we ompute �ve QC-vetors, among whih three are omputedat ompilation time and two at run-time, the last two building upon thepre-omputed ones. The quik hek ompilation will be presented indetail in the next two subsetions. In the notation used in the table 1.1,� is what ' beame after the key argument ('0) was uni�ed with  ,the FS of a passive item, and �0 is what � beame after the non-keyargument ('00) was uni�ed with  0 the FS of another passive item.



82.2 Pre-omputing QC vetorsSo far we have shown thatthe QC test ats as a pre-uni�ation �lter for rule appliation;in interpreted-like parsing with LinGO-like grammars, rules arerepresented as FSs, and therefore omputing whether a given FSwill math the argument of a rule is straightforward;what makes pre-omputation of QC neessary is that speialisedompilation of rules in LIGHT eliminates the presene (of the fullrepresentation) of rule FSs from the heap.Note that | assuming like in the head/key-orner parsing (Kay, 1989)that the key argument is parsed always before the non-key/omplementarguments | the `key' QC-vetor, as introdued in the previous subse-tion for a ertain rule ' is unique for all key-mode appliations of thatrule. All the other omputed QC-vetors depend on the atual applia-tion of ' i.e., on the already parsed/�lled arguments. However, one ansee all these QC-vetors as omputable in two stages/omponents: i: apre-omputed/preliminary form of QC-vetors, whih an be omputedat ompilation time independently of the FS that will be eventually uni-�ed with the arguments; and ii: the atual, form/ontent of QC-vetorswill be �lled at run time starting from the pre-omputed forms, depen-dent on the already parsed arguments.The QC test main idea as introdued in the previous subsetion iseasy to formalise: given a �nite set of feature paths � = f�1; :::; �mg,and the feature strutures  1;  2, hek whetherroot ( 1:�i) ^ root ( 2:�i) 6= ?; for i = 1; :::;m:It will be assumed by de�nition that root( :�) = > if the feature path� is unde�ned for  (this fat will be denoted as  :�").It turns out that if �0 = f1: ::: :fj is the longest pre�x of � = f1: ::: :fnsuh that  :�0 is de�ned ( :�0 #), and root( :�0) = sj, then we animprove our de�nition of QC-values and take root( :�) = sn, wheresj+1 = 	(sj):fj+1, sj+2 = 	(sj+1):fj+2, ..., sn = 	(sn�1):fn, where	(s) is the type assoiated with the sort s in the input grammar. Ofourse, 	(s):f has to be onsidered > if f is not de�ned at the root levelin 	(s). Alternatively, we ould try to expand  by loal unfolding, i.e.unifying  :�0 with (a opy of) the type 	(sj) provided by the grammar.If neessary, further loal expansion/unfolding an be done. Note thatloal expansion/unfolding provides more re�ned onstraints, so it is goodto use this information for the the pre-omputation of QC-vetors. But it



On two lasses of feature paths in large-sale uni�ation grammars 9
preComp( ; �) =8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:

s : sort if root( :�) = s; and :�0 62 X ; for any pre�x �0 of �;at the run time QC�( ) = s;i : int if  :�#;  :� = Xi; and :�0 2 X ; for a pre�x �0 of �;at the run time QC�( ) = heap[Xi℄.SORT;�j : int if  :�"; :�0 2 X ; for a pre�x �0 of �;�0 = f1: ::: :fj is the longest pre�x of � suh that :�0 #; and  :� = Xj ;at the run time QC�( ) = heap[Xj :fj+1: ::: :fn℄.SORT:Figure 1.1. QC�( ) as funtion of preComp( ; �).is not a good idea to involve these re�ned onstraints in the omputationof QC-vetors at run time, sine it would onsume additional time andspae. At run time, the previous solution, based on appropriatenessonstraints is preferable.We distinguish the following three ases in (pre-)omputing the QC-vetors:1. If  is a rule argument without ontaining referenes to preeding3arguments | this is the ase of the head-orner argument in head-ornerhart-based parsing | then we de�nepreComp( ; �) = s : sort, where s = root ( :�):2. If  is a rule argument with referenes to substrutures of the preed-ing arguments, X is the set of all variables/tags in  whih refer to pre-eding arguments (aording to the parsing order), and � = f1f2 ::: fnis a feature path, then assuming that the heap is the (main) data stru-ture used for the internal representation of FSs, we de�ne the valuesof QC-vetors stating from their pre-omputed form (preComp) like inFigure 1.1. (The underlined expressions in Figure 1.1 are in fat thoughtas extended to QC�(') = ..., for any feature struture ' subsumed by .) If | as it is the ase in the urrent implementation of LIGHT | theomputation of ertain QC-vetors is delayed until really needed, thenthe atual values of the variables Xi;Xj representing addresses/indiesof heap ells will have to be saved (together with those in the set X ) inthe environment assoiated with the preeding argument (saved after ithas been parsed), so to make them available to the urrent argument.3. If  is the feature struture orresponding to a non-unary rule in-stane, the `passive' QC-vetor orresponding to that instane is de�nedin a similar way to the one detailed above, with the only one di�erene



10 sentene[ ARGS < vp[ HEAD #1:verb[ AGREEMENT #3:agr ℄,OBJECT np ℄,#2:np[ HEAD noun[ AGREEMENT #3 ℄ ℄ >,HEAD #1,SUBJECT #2 ℄Figure 1.2. The OSF-term assoiated to a sentene rule.Table 1.2. The ative (`key' and `omplete') QC-vetors for the sentene rule.QC-paths `key' QC-vetor preComp `omplete' QC-vetor�1 = head verb noun noun�2 = objet np #2.objet >�3 = head.agreement agr #3 3sgthat X is taken as the set of all variables/oreferenes shared betweenthe rule's LHS and the arguments (RHS ).We mention that in the LIGHT system, a pre-omputed QC-vetor isstored as an array of tuples of the form (s, sort), (i, int), (�j, int), withi � 0, and j > 0, while at run-time a QC-vetor is represented simplyas an array of sorts.2.2.1 Example.Let us onsider | adapted from (Sikkel, 1997) | a simple rule made ofa ontext-free bakbone s! np �vp augmented with feature onstraintslike in Figure 1.2. (The � sign marks the rule's head/key argument.)Suppose that we want to onsider the failure paths �1 = head, �2 =objet, �3 = head.agreement. The `key' QC-vetor and the two`omplete' QC-vetors | the preComp form and respetively the �nalform | are shown in the table 1.2. The preComp QC-vetor is shown ina more intuitive form than in the formalisation given in Subsetion 2.2.The �nal, omplete QC-vetor orresponds to the (expeted) analysisof the sentene The at athes a mouse. Note that in the ompleteQC-vetor, the value for �2 is > sine the FS orresponding to the nounphrase a mouse does not have the objet feature de�ned.



On two lasses of feature paths in large-sale uni�ation grammars 11vp[ ARGS < athes[ HEAD #7:verb[ AGREEMENT #5:3sg ℄,OBJECT #6:np[ ARGS < a[ HEAD det ℄,mouse[ HEAD #4:noun[ AGREEMENT 3sg ℄ ℄ >,HEAD #4 ℄,SUBJECT #8:sign[ HEAD top[ AGREEMENT #5 ℄ ℄ ℄,#6 >,HEAD #7,SUBJECT #8 ℄
paths QC-vetor�1 verb�2 >�3 3sg

np[ ARGS < the[ HEAD det ℄,at[ HEAD #9:noun[ AGREEMENT 3sg ℄ ℄ >,HEAD #9 ℄ paths QC-vetor�1 noun�2 >�3 3sgFigure 1.3. The parses orresponding to the vp athes a mouse and the np the at,and the omputed `passive' QC-vetors.
One an easily see that the vp feature struture orresponding to theverb phrase athes a mouse, as shown in Figure 1.3, passes the QCtest with the key QC-vetor presented in the table 1.2. Then the npFS shown in Figure 1.3 for the noun phrase the at passes the QC testin onjuntion with the omplete QC-vetor in the table 1.2, but the(slightly di�erent) FS for the ats wouldn't, due to an (agreement)inonsisteny on the path �3 (non-3sg vs. 3sg). The sorts non-3sg and3sg are both assumed to be subsorts of agr.2.3 From pre-omputed QC to ompiled QCAfter getting the preComp vetors at ompilation time, we must �ndthe right plae to put together i. the QC-vetors omputation, and ii.the QC test within the ompiled rule's ode or, alternatively, into thesequene ontaining a all to the rule's appliation.Let us onsider  the FS orresponding to a rule and ' the FS (or-responding to a passive item) to be uni�ed with the next-to-be-parsedargument. For LinGO, whih deals only with binary and unary rules,



121. for the rule's head-orner/key argument, (i:) its QC assoiated vetoris omputed at ompile time, and (ii:) the QC test an be ompiled asa sequene of onditional statements of the formif (glb( s�, QC�(') = ? ) return FALSE;where s� = QC�( .key-arg) = preComp( .key-arg, �) is known atompile time.20. if  is binary rule, and (after the QC test) ' uni�es suessfully withthe rule's head-orner argument, then before building (and saving) theorresponding environment, we have to (i:) ompute the QC-vetor forthe non-head-orner argument:4set QC�( 0), t�where 0 =  :non-key-arg, andt� = �(preComp( 0; �)) =8<: s if preComp( 0; �) = s : sort;heap[Xi℄.SORT if preComp( 0; �) = i : int; i � 0;heap[path(�; j;Xj)℄:SORT if preComp( 0; �) ={j : int; j > 0and path(�; j;  0) omputes the value for the path fj+1: ::: :fn insidethe FS  0, starting from the node Xj . (Like in the previous subsetion,� = f1: ::: :fn.)200. if  is a binary rule, and ' is a andidate for its non-head-orner ar-gument, before restoring the environment for the item orresponding to', we have to (ii:) perform the QC test, in fat a sequene of onditionalstatements of the following form, one for eah QC path �:if (glb( QC�( .non-key-arg), QC�(') = ? ) return FALSE;Note that QC�( .non-key-arg) was already omputed (see 20).3. if the rule  was suessfully ompleted, then we have to (i:) omputethe `passive' QC-vetor for the newly reated item/FS: we proeed likeabove (200), with the single di�erene that instead of preComp( 0; �) wehave to onsider preComp0( ; �), where preComp0 is omputed similarlyto preComp, but taking X as the set of all variables used in the rule'sarguments (as already notied at the point 3 of the previous subsetion,when we presented the pre-omputed QC-vetors).2.4 Compiled QC | Evaluation and possibleimprovementsWhen running the LinGO grammar on the CSLI test-suite with-out the Quik Chek pre-uni�ation �lter, the LIGHT system took0.07 se/sentene. With Quik Chek turned on, LIGHT registered 0.04



On two lasses of feature paths in large-sale uni�ation grammars 13se/sentene. The ompiled QC �lter in LIGHT thus provided a speed-up fator of 42%. The tests were run on a SUN Spar server at 400MHz.The optimal set of failure paths ontained 43 paths with lengths between2 and 14 features. As expeted this fator is lower than the speed-up fa-tor of simple, interpreted QC (63% for PET) beause ompiled uni�a-tion is already signi�antly faster than interpreted uni�ation. In otherwords, one has to keep in mind that in LIGHT the speialised ompiledform of rules already signi�antly speeds up parsing, before applying theQC �lter. However this fator an be further inreased by implementingthe improvements outlined below. (Some of those improvements applyalso to interpreter-like parsing systems.)The run-time QC test an be inorporated into the funtions \enap-sulating" the rules ompiled ode as a sequene of if statements. Thiswould have the following advantages, whih further improve QC-�ltereÆieny:� tests like >^ root(�), whih in fat orrespond to paths that arenot fully de�ned in the argument being urrently heked, may beeliminated sine they always sueed;� when using appropriateness onstraints (Carpenter, 1992), tests ons ^ root(�:f) may be eliminated if s is the maximal appropriatesort for the feature f ;� ertain parts in the preComp vetors overlap; subjet to the failurepaths' order, the de�nition of these vetors an be improved so toeliminate dupliate work:if QC�( ) = heap[Xj :fj+1: ::: :fk:fk+1: ::: :fn℄.SORT, and QC�0( )= heap[Xj :fj+1: ::: :fk:f 0k+1 ::: :f 0m℄.SORT, then QC�0( ) an beomputed as heap[Yl:fj+l: ::: :fk:f 0k+1 ::: :f 0m℄.SORT, where Yl isthe last Y de�nable variable in the sequene Y1 = Xj :f1; :::; Yk =Yk�1:fk is the sequene used to ompute QC�( );5� the sort glb tests (represented by the if statements) an be re-ordered, depending on the applied rule and the type of the �lteredargument, beause most probable failure paths at the grammar-level are not neessarily most probable failure paths for eah ruleand argument.Indeed, one of the main ritiisms that an be made of the QC-�ltertehnique in the form presented in the beginning of this subsetion |and used as suh in the LKB, TDL and PET systems | is that it is agrammar-level tehnique, in the sense that the QC-paths to be testedare grammar+orpus dedued, but they are not \personalised" at the



14rule and argument level. However, one an ompute suh QC-vetors soto be rule+argument dependent. A disadvantage still remaining is thatthe QC-vetors assoiated with a passive item (ompleted rule) mustontain all paths addressed by those rules and arguments for whih thatompleted rule/passive item is a potential andidate. Therefore it isunlikely that the dimensionality of the \personalised" QC-vetors wouldbe signi�antly redued.To our knowledge, the ompilation shema we presented here for quikhek is the �rst attempt to inorporate this pre-uni�ation speed-uptehnique in a ompiler system dealing with large-sale uni�ation gram-mars. The QC ompilation is by no means HPSG dependent. Moreover,it is basially independent of the variant of (order-sorted) feature on-straint logis that supports parsing (whih in turn alls uni�ation). InLIGHT we used as logi bakground the order- and type-onsistent OSF-theories (Ciortuz, 2002b) for whih OSF-theory uni�ation is equivalentto uni�ation of typed FSs de�ned by (Carpenter, 1992). Therefore, thetehnique here presented an be applied to other systems dealing withtyped-uni�ation grammars like Amalia (Wintner and Franez, 1999)and LiLFeS (Miyao et al., 2000).3. Generalised Rule RedutionThis setion presents Generalised Redution (GR), a learning teh-nique for speeding up parsing typed-uni�ation grammars, based ongeneralising feature values. GR eliminates as many as possible of thefeature onstraints (FCs) from the type feature strutures (FSs) whileapplying the riterion of preserving the parsing results on a given, train-ing orpus. For parsing with GR-restrited rule FSs, and for heking theorretness of obtained parses on other orpora, one may use a form ofFS uni�ation whih we all two-step uni�ation. We will report resultsof GR appliation on the LinGO English grammar.Below we formally de�ne generalised redution and present the ideaof 2-step uni�ation. Then Setion 3.1 presents our GR algorithms,and Setion 3.2 reports the measurements we did in getting and usingGR-versions of the LinGO grammar. Setion 3.3 outlines further work,about doing quik hek on generalised redution paths.From the logial point of view, FSs an be viewed as positive OSF-lauses, whih are �nite sets of atomi OSF-onstraints (A��t-Kai andPodelski, 1993), namely sort onstraints, feature onstraints and equa-tion onstraints. Therefore the generalisation of FSs an be logiallyahieved through elimination of some atomi onstraints from the FS.The approah we followed in developing both the generalisation and



On two lasses of feature paths in large-sale uni�ation grammars 15speialisation proedures for learning feature values in typed-uni�ationgrammars is basially the one proposed by Indutive Logi Programming(ILP) (Muggleton and Raedt, 1994). We have adapted/applied the mainILP ideas to OSF-logi, the feature onstraint (subset of the �rst-order)logi underlying suh grammars (A��t-Kai and Podelski, 1993), (Carpen-ter, 1992), (A��t-Kai et al., 1997). We showed in (Ciortuz, 2002d) howone an improve the linguisti ompetene | i.e., enhaning the over-age | of a given typed-uni�ation grammar by guided generalisation,using parsing failures.Generalised redution is a restrited form of FS generalisation thateliminates as many as possible of the feature onstraints from a type FSof a given uni�ation grammar while applying an evaluation riterion formaintaining the parsing results on a large orpus/test-suite. Note thatalthough GR expliitly eliminates only feature onstraints, it may bethe ase that sort and/or equation onstraints assoiated with the valueof an eliminated feature onstraint get impliitly eliminated through FSnormalisation (A��t-Kai and Podelski, 1993).We make the observation that the notion of restrition in the HPSGliterature designates the elimination of ertain (few) features followingthe appliation of a parsing rule. Generalised redution extends thisoperation on arbitrary hosen features (of ourse, ensuring the parsingorretness on the given training orpus). We prefer the name redutionfor this operation, sine from the logial point of view, eliminating onefeature onstraint from a FS logially generalises that FS, while its setof feature paths indeed gets restrited . However, we will denote the re-sult of applying GR to a FS as the GR-restrited form or the GR-learntform of that FS.Alternatively, one may think of generalised redutionas relative un�lling . Indeed, expansion for typed-uni�ation grammars| the proedure that propagates both top-down in the type hierarhyand loally in the typed FS the onstraints assoiated to types in thegrammar | is usually followed by un�lling (Gerdemann, 1995), a featureonstraint removal tehnique whih is orpus-independent. Generalisedredution may be thought as a orpus/test-suite relative un�lling teh-nique.GR is shown not only to improve the performane of the given gram-mar, sine it maximally redues the size of the (rule) FSs in grammar,but also adds an interesting improvement to the parsing system design.As measurements on parsing the CSLI test-suite have shown that onaverage only 8% of the items produed on the hart during parsing on-stitute part of the full parses, one an devise uni�ation as a two-stepoperation. Parsing with two-step uni�ation will i. use the GR-learntform of the grammar rules to produe full parses, and ii. eventually om-



16plete/hek the �nal parses using the full (or, rather: omplementary)form of rule FSs.The seond/late uni�ation step performs in fat onsisteny hekingwith respet to the full form of rule FSs. From this point of view it playsa symmetrial role to the quik hek pre-uni�ation �lter presented inSetion 2. From an implementation point of view, we an �rst emulatethe seond/late uni�ation step as type-heking, via FS unfolding. Asfurther work, we suggest that di�erent tehniques may be used to applymore eÆiently the uni�ation's seond phase.3.1 Generalised Redution of Rule FSs |AlgorithmsWe present two algorithms for generalised redution of types in uni-�ation grammars. The �rst one, alled A below is a simple, non-inremental one. From it we derived a seond, inremental algorithm(B) that we have optimised. Both algorithms have roughly the samekind of input and output.Input: G, a typed-uni�ation grammar, � a test-suite i.e., a set of sen-tenes annotated by a parsing evaluation funtion;Output: a more/most general grammar than G obtained by generalisedredution of FSs, and produing the same parsing evaluation results asG on �.The measurements provided below use the following parsing evalu-ation riterion: the number of full parses, the number of attempteduni�ations and the number of suessful uni�ations must be preservedfor eah sentene in the test-suite, after the elimination of a (seleted)feature onstraint. Due to the large size of both the LinGO grammarand the test-suite used for running GR, this parsing evaluation riterionis a good approximation of the following \tough" riterion: the set ofatual parses (up to the assoiated FSs) delivered for eah sentene bythe two grammar versions must be exatly the same. We make the re-mark that after applying GR on the LinGO using the CSLI test-suite,this \tough" riterion was satis�ed. The parsing evaluation riteria tobe used in getting the GR-restrited form of a grammar must atually beombined with one regarding memory/spae resoures exhaustion: if fora given sentene, after elimination of a feature onstraint the resouresinitially alloated for parsing are exhausted, then that feature onstraintis kept in the grammar.Although in our experiments only the rule types in G were subjet togeneralised redution, the formulation of the two GR algorithms an beextended to any FS in the input grammar. Applying GR to the type FSs



On two lasses of feature paths in large-sale uni�ation grammars 17Proedure A:for eah rule 	(r) in the grammar Gfor eah feature onstraint ' in 	(r)if removing ' from 	(r)preserves the parsing (evaluation) resultsfor eah sentene in the test-suite �then 	(r) := 	(r)� f'g;Figure 1.4. A simple, non-inremental Generalised Redution proedure.used in type-heking is easy, but if parsing orretness must be ensured| i.e., elimination of over-generalised parses is required in the end |then things get more ompliated than for rule FSs. Extending GR tolexial entries is even more demanding if lexial rules are used.3.1.1 A simple Generalised Redution proedure.A simple proedure for deriving the generalised redution of a grammaris given in Figure 1.4. Basially, eah feature onstraint (FC) in thegrammar's rule FSs is tested for elimination. If removing a onstraint' does not hange the parsing (evaluation) results on the test-suite �,then ' will be eliminated from G, for the purpose of of onstruting thegrammar's GR-restrited form. The algorithm onstruts monotonigeneralisations of the grammar G. From the logial point of view, Gn j=Gn+1 j= ::: j= ::: j= G1 j= G = G0.Obviously, the GR result is dependent on the order in whih featureonstraints are proessed: the elimination of the onstraint ' an blokthe elimination of the onstraint '0 if ' is tried �rst, and vie-versa.Therefore usually there is no unique most general GR form for a givengrammar. In the atual implementation of the GR algorithms we �rstworked on the elimination of feature onstraints from key arguments (inthe dereasing order of their \usage" frequeny on the given test-suite),then from non-key arguments (aording to the same kind of frequeny),and �nally from rule LHS sub-strutures. Inside a \redution partition"(key argument, non-key argument, LHS struture) feature onstraintswere tested for elimination following the bottom-up traversal order ofthe ayli rooted graph representing the rule FS.We have to remark that the �rst two for's in the proedure A an beombined into a single for iterating over the set of all feature onstraints< r; ' > in the grammar's rules (' 2 	(r)).



18 Proedure B:do 0. G0 = G, i = 0;1. Apply the proedure A on a sentene s from �;let Gi+1 be the result2. eliminate from � the sentenes for whih Gi+1provides the same parsing results as Guntil � = ;.Figure 1.5. An improved, inremental Generalised Redution proedure.3.1.2 An improved, inremental GR proedure.The simple GR algorithm presented in Figure 1.4 an be substantiallyimproved by:reversing the two for's, namely the one identi�ed in the aboveremark and the one iterating over the sentenes in the test-suite.The advantage is that those sentenes whih beome/are orretlyparsed by Gi | an intermediate generalised form of G | need notto be tried again when omputing Gi+1;getting a �rst GR version of the input grammar by running thesimple proedure A on one or more sentenes, and subsequentlyimproving it iteratively.The improved proedure is given in Figure 1.5.It should be noted that the set of FCs to be tried for eliminationin proedure A alled at step 1 | see the last remark following thepresentation of the algorithm A | is provided by G � Gi, therefore itbeomes smaller eah time around the loop. Indeed, from the logialpoint of view, G = G0 j= ::: j= Gn+1 j= Gn ::: j= G2 j= G1. Viewed asset of onstraints, G = G0 � ::: � Gi+1 � Gi ::: � G2 � G1 thereforeG � Gn+1 � G � Gn.We have made a number of improvements to the algorithm in ourimplementation:At step 2, the elimination of sentenes from � is done in a lazymanner: initially � is sorted aording to the number of faileduni�ations per sentene when using G, | therefore the sentenes hosen at the step 1 may be onsidered the �rst sentene in �i| and subsequently only the �rst sentenes from �i whih areorretly parsed by Gi+1 are eliminated. (�i+1 starts with the �rstsentene in �i whih auses over-parsing with Gi+1. Obviously,we take �0 = �.) The reason for lazy elimination of sentenesfrom � is the signi�ant time onsumption aused by over-parsing



On two lasses of feature paths in large-sale uni�ation grammars 19and/or exhaustion of alloated resoures that may our | veryfrequently, in the beginning | for some of the the remaining sen-tenes in � due to the (premature) elimination of ertain on-straints in preeding loops in proedure B.Only FCs from rules involved in the parsing of the sentene s atstep 1 must be heked for elimination. If the sentene exhaustedthe alloated resoures for parsing, this optimisation does not ap-ply, beause it is not possible to tell in advane whih rules mighthave been used if exhaustion had not been reahed.A \preview" test whih deides whether a whole rule partition isimmediately learnable is highly e�etive in improving the runningtime of the GR proedure with LinGO. This test means eliminatingfrom G � Gi in a single step all the onstraints in a partition (anargument or LHS substruture) for the rules previously identi�edas ontributing to parsing the sentene s. At rule level, identifyingthe FCs that must be retained in Gi+1 may be further speeded upthrough halving the FC searh spae.As the feature onstraints in a rule FS are impliitly ordered bytheir position in the rooted ayli graph representing the rule,another optimisation is possible: if all anestors of a FC have beenapproved for elimination, than that FC may be eliminated imme-diately, assuming that its value is not oreferened in a subsequentpartition (argument of LHS substruture), and this fat that anbe determined in the preparation of the GR appliation.In our urrent implementation of proedure B, the exhaustion of re-soures alloated for parsing is ontrolled by a sentene-independentriterion. Currently, the alloated resoures allow for the omplete pars-ing of all sentenes in the test-suite. But using suh a riterion has thefollowing drawbak: if proedure A auses strong over-parsing (possiblylooping) for a sentene, then this fat is deteted eventually only afterall resoures are exhausted. We suggest a better, more puntual rite-rion for evaluating the onsumption of alloated resoures for parsing:i. initially, for eah sentene in the given test-suite register the parsingtime using G; ii. if during the generalised redution, parsing a senteneusing the urrent generalised form of rules onsumes more than n timesthe initially registered parsing time without �nishing, then onsider thatsentene as a resoure exhausting one.Inorporating all but the last improvement mentioned above, the pro-edure B required 61 minutes on a Pentium III PC at 933MHz running



20Table 1.3. Comparison between the results of applying the two GR proedures onLinGO, the CSLI test-suite.GR proedure A BFC redution rate: average 58.92% 56.64%GR vs. total feat. paths in rule arg. 234/494 (47.36%) 318/494 (64.38%)average parsing time, in mse.using full-form rule FSs 21.6171st-step uni�ation (redution %) 16.662 (22.24%) 16.736 (22.07%)emulated 2-step uni�ation (red. %) 18.657 (13.12%) 18.427 (14.20%)Red Hat Linux 7.1. (All measurements reported in the next subse-tion were done also on that PC.) We expet that this amount of timewill be approximately halved by using a parser whih inorporates quikhek; our GR proedure annot use rules in Speialised Rule Compila-tion (SRC) format, and the non-SRC parser in LIGHT urrently doesnot use QC.Beause the test-suite for training is proessed inrementally only byalgorithm B, we refer to it as the inremental GR algorithm, while al-gorithm A is alled the non-inremental one.3.2 Generalised Redution | Measurementsand ComparisonsWhen running GR algorithm A, the redution of the number of FCsin rule argument sub-strutures of LinGO was impressive: 61.38% forkey/head arguments and 61.85% for non-key arguments (see Table 1.3).The number of feature paths in rule argument sub-strutures was re-dued from 494 to 234, revealing that the deisive ontribution to uni�-ation failures for LinGO on the CSLI test-suite is restrited to less thanhalf of the feature paths in the arguments. We will all those featurepaths GR-paths.This result omplements the view provided by the QC tehnique: only8.5% of the total feature paths in the arguments are responsible for mostof the uni�ation failures during parsing with LinGO. As expeted, mostof the (43) QC-paths we are using in LIGHT for LinGO are among theGR-paths identi�ed by the proedure A; the QC-paths whih are notGR-paths are extensions of maximal GR-paths.While the average number of FCs eliminated from LinGO by GR algo-rithm B and the parsing performane on the resulting grammar versionare only slightly di�erent than those provided by algorithm A, the num-



On two lasses of feature paths in large-sale uni�ation grammars 21Table 1.4. A snapshot view on redution of memory usage when parsing the CSLItest-suite with the GR-restrited form of LinGO.full-form rules GR-restrited rules�rst-step uni�ation emulated 2-step unif.heap ells 101614 38320 (62.29%) 76998 (24.23%)feature frames 60303 30370 (49.64%) 58963 (02.22%)Table 1.5. Results of running the parameterised GR-proedure B on the CSLI test-suite; n designates the number of sentenes used in the inner (A) loop.n running time FCs redution rate GR-paths1 1h 27min 56.64 3182 1h 36min 59.38 2004 2h 27min 59.42 1878 4h 03min 59.39 187ber of GR-paths retained in rule arguments is signi�antly higher in theB ase than in the A ase. This di�erene is explained by test-suitefragmentation/atomisation on whih the design of the proedure B wasbased.The table 1.4 presents a snapshot of the most needed memory re-soures (and the orresponding perentage redution) when parsing withfull-form rule FSs ompared with GR-restrited rule FSs. The graph inFigure 1.6 presents the evolution of the average rule redution rate forobtaining the LinGO GR-version using algorithm B. Figure 1.7 illus-trates the redution of parsing time for the sentenes in the CSLI test-suite when running the LinGO grammar with the GR-restrited rules.One an see in this last �gure | espeially for the sentenes requir-ing many uni�ations | that although the number of uni�ations isinreased, the total parsing time is redued.Algorithm B may be generalised so as to provide the inner loop (theall to the proedure A) with not only one but several (n) senteneswhih are inorretly parsed by Gi+1. If so, the proessing time forgetting the GR-version of the given grammar will inrease. However, asthe table 1.5 shows, this is a onvenient way to get empirially a smallernumber of omputed GR-paths.6We tested a GR-version of LinGO (produed using the CSLI test-suite) on the aged test-suite also provided with LinGO. This test-suite
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Figure 1.6. Proedure B: rule redution rate vs. CPU time onsumption onLinGO/CSLI.
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Figure 1.7. Comparisons: uni�ations vs. parsing time on the CSLI test-suite us-ing LIGHT on LinGO: the full version vs. the GR-restrited version using 1st-stepuni�ation.requires on average 4.65 times more uni�ations per sentene than theCSLI test-suite. The CSLI test-suite has 1348 sentenes with an averagelength of 6.38 tokens and ambiguity 1.5 readings. For the aged test-suite, the average length is 8.5 and the ambiguity 14.14. Of the 96sentenes in the aged test-suite, 59 were orretly parsed, 3 exhaustedthe alloated resoures, and 34 were over-parsed. The average parsing



On two lasses of feature paths in large-sale uni�ation grammars 23preision for the sentenes non-exhausting the alloated resoures was83.79%. In order to produe a GR-version of LinGO using the agedtest-suite for training, proedure B needed 4h 44min, and the redutionrate was 65.60%. However, it took only 38min to further improve thepreviously obtained GR-version of LinGO (on the CSLI test-suite), usingthe aged test-suite, and the rule FS redution rate went down only by3.1%.We investigated the e�et of hanging the ordering of the test-suite �for the GR algorithms. Applying algorithm A only to the most ompli-ated sentene in the CSLI test-suite resulted in a 18% redution in thenumber of FCs inside rule FSs. We obtained the same redution raterunning 30 iterations using the simplest sentenes in the CSLI test-suite.Further generalising with the next (slightly less) ompliated sentenesin � will also take a lot of time, but may not signi�antly improve thegrammar/rules redution rate.3.3 Further Work | Quik-hek on GR-pathsAs an alternative to \personalising" the quik hek test for eah ruleas we proposed in Setion 2.3, we an onsider doing pre-uni�ation�ltering on GR-paths (instead of QC-paths). This would require theonstrution of GR-vetors assoiated with rules and their arguments.For LinGO, the size of GR-vetors would be several times larger thanthat of QC-vetors (187 vs. 43). We estimate however that the numberof atual sort intersetions during pre-uni�ation tests is signi�antlylower than urrently done by the quik hek, as the size of rule argu-ment FSs is greatly redued by GR. The immediate advantage in doingpre-uni�ation �ltering on GR-paths is that the sort ompatibility hekswill fully \over" the rule argument FSs. Moreover, the (ompiled) om-putation of GR-vetors an be done diretly by the abstrat mahine forFS uni�ation (Ciortuz, 2002), by augmentation of abstrat instru-tions. Note that the few QC-paths whih extend maximal GR-pathsan be \injeted" into the GR-restrited form of rules.4. ConlusionThis paper presented our study of two interesting lasses of featurepaths inside rule feature strutures of LinGO, a large-sale HPSG gram-mar for English.The �rst lass onsists of those paths whih most probably lead touni�ation failure during parsing a given orpus. The fat that thereare only a relatively small number of suh paths responsible for mostof the uni�ation failure during parsing enables the use of the quik



24hek pre-uni�ation �lter; hene the name QC-paths attributed to thesepaths (Malouf et al., 2000). Usually, prior to the appliation of the QC-test, the values of QC-paths in a given FS are stored in a (QC-)vetor.Our ontribution onsists of the adaptation of this tehnique to a situa-tion in whih the omputation of QC-vetors must preede the onstru-tion of the FS itself. Suh a situation appears in parsing with ompiledtyped-uni�ation grammars using the speialised rule ompilation teh-nique (Ciortuz, 2001a), as is the ase with the LIGHT system (Ciortuz,2002b). We show that a two-stage omputation of QC-vetors is bothfeasible and e�etive, �rstly getting a pre-omputed/o�-line form of theQC-vetors, and seondly omputing their �nal/on-line form.The seond lass of feature paths we have explored are generalisedredution paths in rule arguments. These are paths whih ontributeto uni�ation failure. In the early stage of a rule appliation (via FSuni�ation) in bottom-up parsing, heking onstraints whih are noton GR-paths may be delayed. Eventually the onstraints are hekedonly on full, suessful parses. For a LinGO-like grammar in whih theperentage of GR-paths among all feature paths in rule arguments ishigh, applying generalised redution and eventually two-step uni�ationleads to a signi�ant speed-up (supplementing the one provided by quikhek), and an impressive redution of memory usage. In the LIGHT sys-tem, to the 42% speed-up fator provided by QC on the LinGO gram-mar, GR may add a subsequent 22%. We desribed two GR algorithmsfor rule FSs, �rstly a simple, non-inremental one, and then an opti-mised, inremental one. A proedure for automati detetion of ylesin parsing with generalised forms of the input typed-uni�ation gram-mar would further improve the GR algorithms. Integrating linguistiknowledge and testing GR on other grammars and test-suites will pro-vide additional insights into the use of this learning method.Note that most QC-paths are GR-paths; the exeptions are extensionsof maximal GR-paths. Generalised redution limits the early uni�ationstage/step to just the GR-paths, delaying the ompletion of uni�ationand only applying it (eventually) to full parses. The quik hek is apre-uni�ation �lter; more exatly, in our design it operates in onne-tion with the early/�rst uni�ation step. Therefore the quik hek andgeneralised redution tehniques are orthogonal. The seond/late uni-�ation step ats as a post-parsing �lter, and so it is symmetri (withrespet to parsing) to the quik-hek pre-uni�ation �lter.
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